A New Approach for Fingerprint Authentication in Biometric Systems Using BRISK Algorithm
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Abstract— Nowadays, authentication process in biometric system become most critical task with the expansive of individual information in the world. Where in many current applications, devices and commercial treatments required fingerprint identification process in order to verify the requested services. Most technologies also motivate to this direction. With the increasing of fingerprints uses, there is a need to provide a technique that able to handle the issues that exist in fingerprint acquisition and verification processes. Typically, fingerprint authenticated based on pick small amount of information from some points called Minutiae points. This approach suffers from many issues and provide poor results when the samples of fingerprints are degraded (scale, illumination, direction) changes. However, BRISK algorithm used to handle the previous issues and to extract the significant information from corner points in fingerprint. BRISK is invariant to scale, illumination, and direction changes and its able to pick large number of information when compared with minutiae points. In this paper, BRISK algorithm used based on image based approach, where current recognition matrices are developed and proposed new metrics without need for human interaction. UPEK dataset used to test the performance of proposed system, where the results show high accuracy rate in this dataset. Proposed system evaluated using FAR, FRR, EER and Accuracy and based on selected metrics the proposed system and methodology achieve high accuracy rate than others, and gives a novel modification in authentication task in biometric systems
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I. INTRODUCTION

The expansive growth of the information and frequent data randomly added to the internet and other storage media, and many other challenges made the security accomplishing very critical task. Traditional security systems either working based on knowledge methods (e.g. Pin code, Password, etc.) or based on token methods [e.g. personal ID card, passport, etc.]. Both methods may suffer from reliability and authentication issues, and these methods typically required foolproof personal identification. The drawbacks of traditional security systems are the methods could be prone at any time, in such a way that the password could be lost, forget, or hacked at any time [1]. In token method, the authorized samples could be stealing, duplicated, or lost from the secondary storage media in databases. However, current security system used biometric based methods such as iris, handwriting, fingerprint, sound, DNA, etc. These methods typically proposed to handle the drawbacks of traditional security systems, and to provide a robust identification method with high uniqueness accuracy than traditional methods [2]. Biometric based method also characterized by the following advantages as follow: first, person identification process performed in very fast manner than traditional methods. Second, ease of use than others. Third, provide high accuracy, precision, trust worthy and economics than traditional knowledge or tokens methods. Biometric based authentication system commonly divided into four mainly steps which are, sample capture, feature extraction, feature matching and then authentication decision, the following figure (fig.1) shows the block diagram of general biometric based authentication systems [3, 4].

In the figure (fig.1) at first step, the general biometric system typically required authenticated samples where every acquired sample, typically submitted as an image sample. Image sample commonly acquired through certain biometric device, and at feature extraction, the feature of acquired sample is stored in database. Finally, these features compared with the query one to either authenticate the individual sample or rejected it [5]. Among all other biometrics identifier, fingerprint is oldest and commonly used technique to provide a robust human identifier method. Feature extraction step is a significant process in every pattern recognition system, where the extracted features play an important role in every identification step.
There are two types of features as discussed later, can extracted from fingerprint samples, which are global features and local features. Global features typically focused on extracting structure surface patterns, then use the core point property, fingerprint authenticated. Local features typically focused on extracting the property of minutiae points. Local feature considers more robust than global features, for authentication tasks [6]. Therefore, this paper introduce a robust algorithm called Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points (BRISK) algorithm. This algorithm working after converted the fingerprint into grayscale space, then using binary nature, feature descriptor constructed. Hence, by use BRISK, the proposed system developed to perform the matching in efficient manner.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

A. Fingerprint Authentication Challenges

The quality of fingerprint plays an important role in authentication step, where the quality of fingerprint either affected by the way of image capturing, or such other internal or external factors. Commonly fingerprint surface degraded by such reasons (e.g. skin cracks, miss fingers, acquisition accuracy, etc.). Typically, fingerprint degradation is divided into two classes are sensor factors and fingerprint factors. Sensor factors typically concern with the resolution and the degradation at this step could not avoided (e.g. dirtiness, noise) [7]. Fingerprint factors, these factors are concern with the human skins and all the factors that affected on fingerprint acquisition (e.g. skin dryness, transformation issue, dirtiness, etc.). Biometric based authentication system required several steps includes the following: fingerprint acquisition, feature extraction, feature descriptor, matching calculation, and finally authentication (recognition and identification). Actually, the fingerprint from first step until last step are degraded by semantic metrics, where many fingers may look like similar to each other, while in fact these fingers are different. Fingerprints feature extraction required a strongest algorithm for finding features that have discriminative power [8]. Fingerprint surface typically constructed from three structural components: Loop, Delta and Whorl. Moreover, most of global features shows that two adjacent features from candidate images are similar in such way. However, global features techniques are not convenient for fingerprint recognition or authentication because the valleys and ridges in fingerprints not recognized in global description of fingerprint images [9].

B. Fingerprint Matching Techniques

Fingerprint matching techniques plays an important role in order to authenticate the individual person. Typically, fingerprint authentication process need an accurate algorithm that able to extract strongest features from candidate samples and infer the result if the matching has accrued. Hence, matching of fingerprint based on the type of feature that extracted from fingerprint sample itself can divided into two classes, which are: image based and minutiae based methods [10, 11]. In minutiae based method, the minutiae points should have detected in the given candidate samples, after that features extracted from these points, and finally an approximate measure used to find the accumulative distance among the features that extracted priori from both candidate minutiae points for the given samples [12]. The following figure (fig.2) shows the minutiae points’ detection process in fingerprint sample.

Minutiae based approach suffer from critical issues, where the complexity of this approach is very high due to its required high computation. In addition to the previous issue, this approach required good quality fingerprint samples, so when the samples have degraded by such sources, the accuracy will become very low. However, many issues could have occurred if the quality of fingerprint is not acceptable, where the minutiae points not detected properly. Therefore, to overcome the previous issues, image based method used, where the local features detection algorithms used to extract feature vectors from the candidate fingerprint images, then distance measure calculated to infer if the candidate are similar or not [13]. In such biometric systems, which used fingerprints as a base for authentication task, in these systems the authentication has performed based on matching between the candidate samples. In many authenticating systems that working based on image based approach, the given fingerprint samples enhanced when entered to the system, this step is very important to perform high matching accuracy. Then the feature vectors are stored in database in appropriate manner, and when such sample given to verified, the extracted feature vectors compared to those in database to infer a decision regarding it. Most popular local descriptor algorithms used with biometric systems are: SIFT [14], SURF [15], BRISK [16], ORB [17], MSER [18], etc., and the working of these algorithms can be summarized in five steps are: feature detection, feature extraction, feature representation, feature indexing, and finally feature matching. Typically, features could be a pixel (interest points), corners, blob, etc., based on the type of algorithm used. The following figure (fig.3) shows the feature detection in such given fingerprint sample.
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to measure the images run in traditional mode using visualizing view. In Detection or finding the matching between the candidates’ vectors is measures by calculate the dissimilarity score. In this case and number of bits different in the candidate vectors represented in binary value, Hamming Distance used vectors between the candidate images, while the features Final step in BRISK algorithm is matching the features whole query image, due to the whole image may reduce the based on retrieving the desired results instead of consider the systems also may focus only on Region of Interest (ROI) noise, modify the computation processes [10, 11]. Such techniques enhance the images to reduce the degradations or varied from system to system based on the proposed applications. In this section, the most related works features algorithms applied successfully in many objectives, object tracking, and many others. In biometric systems, local detection methods like SUSAN, DOG, SIFT, Harris. FAST corner detector uses 16 circles to classify the candidate pixel if is it a corner, then every surrounding pixel labeled from 1to 16 in clockwise mode as shown in the following figure (fig.4) [20].

For every candidate pixel in the circle, if the set of N contiguous pixels are brighter than the candidate pixel intensity plus the threshold value (T), or all pixels darker than the candidate pixel intensity minus threshold value (T), then the candidate pixel (P) is a corner. BRISK typically detect corner pixels in different scale space in pyramid mode in such level calls (Octaves), and this make the BRISK algorithm strongest against image scale changes. It is important to note that the BRISK algorithm actually uses 9-16 masks to scaling the image in pyramid mode, which is equivalent to scale space in consecutive manner [21]. FAST detector in BRISK algorithm has applied on each octave and intra-octave (generally 4 octave levels), and the threshold has calculated from contiguous pixels, and in every octave level, the potentially interest regions of interest is detected. Every point belonging to interest regions is subjected to non-maximum suppression, and points is selected if satisfy the maximum condition (with respective to the pixel neighbors). After the key points detection step, BRISK applies sampling patterns that rotated by (α) around the interest point (key point) [18]. These information uses in interest point descriptors to pick the information of rotation and scale normalization. BRISK bit vector descriptor for every interest point (P) constructed by performing all short distance intensity calculation among the pixel pairs \( \mathbf{P}^a \) that belong to \( S \) where \( S \) is a subset of short-distance pairings. BRISK algorithm estimate the intensity values at each interest point also to represented in the bit vector, the intensity of sampling points \( i(P, a) \) and \( i(P^a, a) \) is smoothed by using Gaussian function, and used to estimate the local gradient of pairs point as in the following equation Eq.1 [19].

\[
\mathbf{c}(P, S) = (P - \mathbf{P}^a) - \frac{i(P, a) - i(P^a, a)}{||P^a - P||}
\]

\( \mathbf{c}(P, S) \) is corresponding to, quality of matching between the candidate’s samples, in such a way the decision of matching typically picks based on matching score value as discussed in later sections.

\[
g = \begin{cases} 
1, & i(P^a, a) > i(P^a, \mathbf{P}^a) \wedge i(P, a) \in S \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]
ROI has been used for extracting and constructing the feature vectors, then Euclidian distance, Histogram intersection, Chi-square distance and Support vector machine to infer the matching score. In 2015, Zhong and Peng [24], SIFT algorithm and LSH function used in fingerprint authentication system, where LSH used to hashing the feature vectors in database, then distance measure used to find the index of similar candidates based on using multi-template image feature fusion technology. In 2015, Saini et all [25], SURF algorithm has been used for fingerprint authentication based on calculating the distance percentage among query fingerprint sample and the whole samples in database. In 2016, Dubey et all [26], they combine SURF and PHOG methods to enhanced the accuracy of matching performance and improve the quality of recognition process. In this paper, BRISK is one of the robust algorithm used for pattern recognition tasks, the modification has performed in recognition score. The traditional recognition algorithm typically recognizes the objects with our prior decision, however, in this paper two important metrics have proposed to improve the performance of recognition process. These metrics are able to give a decision regarding the matching score without refer to user perception.

E. Proposed System

In the proposed system, the recognition process has enhanced to handle some issues that exist in fingerprint samples. The first step in proposed system includes contrast enhancement to adjust the brightness in such samples. This process could be able to avoid such degradation when fingerprints samples converted into grayscale color space. After the feature descriptors construction step, the feature vectors are stored their matrices where the dissimilarity has calculated among these feature vectors. Typically, the feature vectors are not identical in both matrices, hence the accumulative distance value is considering by take the dissimilarity of all feature vectors. The general block diagram of proposed system shown in the following figure (fig.5) where the proposed methodology represented in it.

As shown in the figure (fig.4), after the pairwise distance has calculated the result of this process involve a number of valid feature vectors that meet one or more samples in vectors database. The result of this calculation differently involve noise-matching features, this actually occurred when such feature vectors are similar to more than one vectors in candidate image. However, of course in fingerprint samples where the intensity patterns could be reflecting similar to other feature vectors when such structural content identical. So in the proposed system, the fingerprint analyzed for choosing a robust local descriptor algorithm to represent the features in efficient way, and because the fingerprints do not involve variant colors in its texture. BRISK algorithm has selected to capture as possible as large number of corner points. In image analysis field, the most robust features can be used to compare the identical patterns between two samples is by take the corner points due to these corners are not repeated arbitrary. Thus, the distance is not considering for the first matching vector, but also navigate to consider the second nearest vector. Generally, this process occurred by KNN algorithm where in our case the (K) value in KNN algorithms is equal to (2).

Therefore, the distance percentage calculated to reflect the ration of distance between the two selected vectors based on Eq.3.

$$D(P_i, R_j) \text{Percentage} = \frac{D(P_i, R_j)}{D_{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Now, to calculate the average of minimum distance among the feature vectors, minimum distance is accumulating for the whole feature vectors. This process helps to find the valid feature score, which used in forthcoming process by using Eq.4.

$$AvgD(P, R) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \min D(P_i, R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

After the percentage of whole vectors calculated using the above equation, next step calculates the average percentage for all vectors (N) by using the following equation Eq.5.

$$AvgD(P, R) \text{Percentage} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{D(P_i, R)}{D_{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Now to find the valid features between the candidate samples, the average of distance values is calculated, this value used to check if there is a sufficient number of
matching features are existing or not, and can be calculated as in the following equation Eq.6.

$$\text{Matching Score} = \frac{\text{Hamming Distance}}{\text{Total Features}}$$

Final step in the proposed system involves matching score calculation, in other words, what is the score value that reflected from the candidate samples matching. Actually, the metric used for compute the matching score return a fuzzy value, where the values ranged from (0 to 1). The feature vectors that fall from previous step are not actually the real matched features. A new model has applied to test the similarity validation of these features, and this applied by using RANSAC algorithm. RANSAC proposed fit model in every iteration and consider the matched vectors are points belongs to model space, then if the feature vectors are really similar, then its shown in all iteration contiguous than others and these features called inlier features (real features) [27]. If the applied model shows, some features are far away from the corresponding features, then these features called (outlier or noise features) as shown in the following figure (fig.6) where the inlier features are fit the proposed model.

![Fig.6 Fit Data Points (Feature Vectors) In Space to Suggested Model Using RANSAC](image)

Next step after perform RANSAC algorithm, the proposed system uses a matching score metric which return a fuzzy set value that represent how much the matching has occurred between the corresponding samples. The matching score simply uses a neat formula to calculate the matching score value based on the following equation Eq. 7.

$$Ms = \left( \frac{\text{IF}}{T_{VF}} \right)$$

Where (IF) is the inlier feature vectors that produced from the previous step (after applying RANSAC algorithm), and (T_VF) is the number of total valid features before applying the RANSAC algorithm. However, if the (Ms) is greater than proposed threshold, the tested fingerprint is verified with the corresponding fingerprint sample that satisfy the threshold [28].

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Experimental Results

In order to check the performance of proposed system, (UPEK [29]) dataset used for this purpose. UPEK involves 128 fingerprint samples belongs to 16 individual persons, for every person there 8 samples, some samples may exist in degradation status. The main GUI involve two kinds of fingerprint authentication are pairwise fingerprint authentication and multi-fingerprint authentication. In first type, only two fingerprints compared at each time (one selected from dataset either arbitrary or based on prior information) and one enrolled through sensor, then the proposed system checks the matching between these samples. Second kind concern with find the most similar fingerprint samples, this part look like retrieving similar images in traditional CBIR systems. The following figure (fig.7) views the interest points (corner points) for the candidate fingerprints using proposed system.

![Fig.7: Interest Points Detection in Candidate Samples using FAST Detector](image)

After the interest point detection step as shown in the above figure (fig.6), pairwise distance calculation among feature vectors calculated based on Hamming distance metric, and by following the previous measures the decision is made based on threshold value. In the following figure, (fig.8) two samples selected from different persons and it has shown that the enrolled fingerprint not authenticated.

![Fig.8: Rejection of Fingerprint in Proposed System](image)

In the figure (fig.8) we can notice that the number of corner points (interest points) is very large, these points typically sufficient to pick the patterns of every sample, and because the fingerprint structural involve many details, the number of points became very large. However, it is able to distinguish the individual samples from others in high accuracy rate as shown above. In the following figure (fig.9) the enrolled fingerprint sample is authenticated and the decision made by consider the matching score threshold as shown below.

The proposed system also provides a facility to find all the relevant samples in database as shown in the following figure (fig.10), where the outer loop is parse all relevant feature vectors in database and also its shown the relevant result matching score.

In the figure (fig.10), the relevant result matching score compared with the matching threshold, and if the matching score less than threshold, the result will be shown in the main GUI as verified sample.

1945
B. Results Evaluation

Performance evaluation is a significant step in any proposed system; however, in this paper there are four metrics used to evaluate the performance of proposed system, which are FAR, FRR, EER and Accuracy [30].

1) **FAR (False Acceptance Ratio):**

FAR can be defined as a ratio of false acceptance authenticated samples, and can be calculated by taking the ratio of false accepted samples to the total related samples in database.

\[ \text{FAR} = \frac{\text{False Acceptance Fingerprints}}{\text{Total number of Related Fingerprints in DB}} \times 100\% \]  

2) **FRR (False Rejection Ratio):**

FRR represents the rejection rate of system to those fingerprints that should not be rejected. FRR can be calculated by taking the ratio of the number of false rejected samples to the total related samples in database.

\[ \text{FRR} = \frac{\text{False Rejection Fingerprints}}{\text{Total number of Related Fingerprints in DB}} \times 100\% \]  

3) **EER (Equal Error Ratio):**

EER can be defined as the ratio of FAR and FRR, and it considers an optimal score in the case of FAR is equal to FRR.

\[ \text{EER} = \frac{\text{FAR} + \text{FRR}}{2} \times 100\% \]  

4) **Accuracy (ACC):**

AC is the ratio of the correct classified fingerprint samples, in other words is the system able to classify fingerprints to their correct classes from the whole classes in database. Therefore, in biometric systems based on fingerprints, AC is a metric of classified fingerprint that belongs to the same person from whole other samples.

For evaluating the proposed system, (10) individual fingerprint samples are considered from UPEK dataset, where every individual person there are (8) samples divided into (3) samples in training phase and (5) samples in testing phase. The following table (Table 1) shows the execution time in millisecond for the whole steps in proposed system.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed System Steps in Millisecond</th>
<th>Elapsed Time in Millisecond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contrast Enhancement</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Points (Corners) Detection</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Vectors Building</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairwise Distance Calculation</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminate Outliers</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Vectors Matching</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following ROC graph in figure (fig.11) shows the evaluation curves of FAR, FRR and EER of proposed system in Training and Testing Phases.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Performance Evaluation in Training Phase</th>
<th>Performance Evaluation in Testing Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>FRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following figure (fig.12) shows the proposed system authentication rate for the given samples with respect to time in millisecond.

**Fig.12:** Authentication Rate and Time of Proposed System
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Authentication task in biometric systems is a very critical process due to the challenges that exist in biometric samples. Fingerprint identity used commonly in many legal operation as unique identifier for individual property. However, fingerprint still currently one of the most robust identifier for peoples around the world. With the expansive development in information technology field, there is a need to develop technique that able to recognize, identify and authenticate such individual human from large number of identities that stored in database. Thus, in this paper one of the most robust algorithm used to build the proposed system, which provide a solution for such issues that exist in traditional biometric systems that works based on fingerprint identifier. Where in these systems, the authentication process is fail when samples degenerated in such manner (scale change, illumination change, rotation). The proposed system by adopts such metrics is able to handle these issues and provide a novel modification in biometric system where the authentication decision made based on dynamic metrics without need to human interaction. The proposed system performance tested by using UPEK dataset and evaluated using FAR, FRR, EER and Accuracy metrics, which used frequently to evaluate pattern recognition systems especially the biometric systems.
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